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1)  Shuffle Pass/1v1 Moves/Goalie Stretch (3/3) 
– Half the players, each pair with a puck, line up stationary all over the ice 
away from the goaltender warm-up. Players face each other with square 
shoulders and pass shuffling their feet to pass off of lead foot and receive off 
of back foot. On whistle the player with the puck makes moves in and around 
his partner who is standing stationary with stick on the ice. On next whistle 
players go back to shuffle passing. 
 

2) Passing/Receiving (8/11)  
2A) Peric Tight Turn with 4 Lines - Players skate out from diagonal lines to 
red line, receive pass from opposite line & one touches puck back, tight turn 
to the inside, receives pass his original line, one touches back, tight turn to 
the inside, receives pass from opposite line, slips puck around while jumping 
over the tire to shoot on net. Continuous with players alternating from 
opposite diagonal lines 
2B) Side-Away Passing - Players skate out diagonally from line, receives 
pass from partner line as shown. After receiving pass, player passes give & 
go with player in opposite diagonal line, then shoots on net. Continuous with 
players alternating from opposite diagonal lines 
*Have shooter stop in front for reasonable rebound* 

3) Explosive Starts & Stops (4/15) 
Players are separated into two groups, one group across each end of the ice 
even with the tops of the circles. Starting with one side, on whistle players 
(X’s) explode off of line and accelerate to red line, then glide to far blue 
before taking their place behind the opposite lines players. Next 
whistle, O’s repeat. Time for proper work/rest ratio. 
Variation: Players explode off of blue line to Red, stop and explode 
back to same blue they started on. 
 

 4) Four Corner Quick Hands Puck-Handling (10/25)
Players line up equally in each corner.  X1 skates up ice with puck and 
makes quick front fake on tire, goes wide to inside ice, continue up ice to 
make slip move on second tire, attack C with bumper pad by protecting puck 
and making either a forehand or backhand spin off C.  X continues into zone 
for final move and quick shot on net. Go to net front for rebound and stop.  
When X1 gets to past the C, X2 goes. 
Coach is responsible to instruct players to do various different moves around 
the first tire. 

 
 

Half-Ice Split by Team/Games as described below or Coaches Choice 

5) Small Area Games & Drills A (10/35) 
A. Angling 1v1 or Angling 2v2 
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 6) Small Area Games & Drills B & C (20/65) 
A) PP Two Touch Game – Coach draws a line down the middle of the ice 
separating the cross-ice surface into two offensive/defensive zones. Four offensive 
players compete vs two defensive players in each zone on the PP. Offensive players 
must move & support on the PP & can only one or two touch the puck (one/two touch 
passes & one or two touch shooting) Play either two separate games or play live with 
defenders having to pass to their offensive players when they gain control. 
Periodically switch players with no more than 45 second shifts. 
B) Pearl PP Game - Coach draws a line down the middle of the ice separating 
the cross-ice surface into two offensive/defensive zones. Four offensive players 
compete vs three defensive players in each zone. Play is live with defenders 
having to pass to their offensive players when they gain control. Periodically switch 
players with no more than 45 second shifts. 
 

 7) 5v4 Continuous PP vs PK (15/70) 
Coach dumps the puck on the whistle, 5 PP players come off one bench 
for PPBO while 4 PK players come off the other bench for PK NZ Fore-
check. Play is immediately live for 45 seconds. If a goal is scored, the 
goal scoring team gets a new puck to continue play. After 45 seconds, 
coach blows the whistle and spots a new puck changing the team that is 
on the PP & PK. 
 

8) Vierumaki 3v2 Continuous with 1 D Join (10/80) 
Begin with three offensive players (O2F) attacking two defenseman (01D) 
as a 3v2 as diagrammed, when the puck crosses the blue line, three 
01F’s back-track, back-check and funnel into the DZ while two 02D report 
to the offensive blue line gapping up to play counterattack vs the 01 F’s. 
Defensive forwards put backside pressure on the offense working 
together with the defenseman to create a turnover and breakout 
(offensive forwards are done when the puck crosses the dots in the DZ)  
The play is continuous & can come up either side of the ice.ines what side 
of the ice the 2v1 counterattack is played and D2 must adjust to the 
breakout accordingly. Play is continuous.  -Continuous 
Focus: 3v2 Attack & D Join/Defend, DZC, BO & Attack with Speed   
  
 

 

 


